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    Incentive program example 

Day 1 

 

The guests arrive to the airport in Budapest. The private transfer is going to be extraordinary 

to make the beginning of the journey very memorable, so old timer cars pick up and take 

them to the fascinating castle area in Buda. The best part besides starting the lunch with a 

welcome drink is the breathtaking view to the city that will open up in front of them. 

Delicious lunch follows the welcome drink and when everyone has already tasted the 

Hungarian flavors, they will have a guided tour in the district to see the Royal Palace, 

Matthias church and Fishermen’s Bastion just to mention a few monuments.  

   

The tour will continue in a different way after using the funicular to get down from the hill, 

everyone can have a seat on a pedicab to visit the other side of the city too. Pedicabs are 

cycle rickshaws pulled by a person. The tour ends in front of the hotel. 

After the check in there is a little break for refreshment and later on the pleasure of culinary 

goes on in a special restaurant situated very close to the lightened Danube. 
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Day 2 

 

The second day of the tour will take the guests to the youngest wine region of Hungary, 

Etyek. After the breakfast in the hotel, it will take approximately 50-60 minutes to reach this 

destination. Etyek is a real treasure for those who appreciate good quality wine and the 

village lifestyle. The guests will have opportunity to take part in a cheese- and ham 

tasting program. There will be also a lunch which wouldn’t be authentic without wine tasting 

and it is also a unique occasion to have a walk among the grapevines, getting lost in the 

vineyard.  

After this special experience the guests will be transferred back to the capital to figure out by 

themselves why Budapest is called as the “City of spas”. The thermal baths of Budapest are 

well known worldwide, so it is absolutely worth a couple of hours to stay. Those who want to 

maximize the bathing culture, there is a chance to try different types of massages. 

At night the dinner will be served in a romantic place, in a modern restaurant, where the 

interior is very cozy. It is serving both Hungarian and international cuisine. 

   

Day 3 

If all the gastronomical experience wasn’t enough so far, on this day the guests will get some 

extra tasting programs. The gastronomic tour will be a taken by foot with guidance and it 

starts with a salami tasting in the Great Market Hall. Walking forward in the city the very 

next stop will lead us to a bonbon making presentation. Have you ever heard about the 

famous Hungarian marzipan? After this coffee break you will definitely remember that! As 

the lunch time is coming the gastro tour is about to represent its last stop: wine tasting with 

finger food variation and this way all the guests can take their flight back being sure they 

have tasted all the flavors of Hungary. 

For those who would prefer to see the cultural face of the city instead on this particular day 

we offer an architectural program, visiting all the grandiose buildings built in different 

styles: Roman, Baroque, Art Novueau and so on. We offer a coffee break too to get energy to 

continue the tour until the surprise stop where in a gallery we offer a nice glass of 

champagne to everyone. 
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